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ZIOXI 1:1 Laptop Charging Locker desktop module 
 
The 8 locker compartments are accessed via individual code based digital locks. Each user chooses their own 4 digit 
code, and enters the code twice to lock the door  then once to re-open. The next user repeats the process, so each 
locker compartment can be used by different people throughout the day. There’s a programmable option for single 
user repeat usage and master codes for if codes are forgotten. Also available with key locks. 
 
The 1:1 Charging Locker has a separate electrical compartment with shelving for storing and plugging in Laptop, 
Chromebook or Netbook power adapters; so there's no need for users to cart around adapters and cables — ideal for 
1:1 mobile device scenarios. Only a short length of  power cable is presented into the locker compartment. 
 
The lockers are very compact, stackable and suitable for Laptops and other mobile devices up to 15.6” screen sizes. 
Please check device dimensions before ordering. 

CHLC-11L-08 1:1 Charging Locker for 8 Laptops & Netbooks,  
power adapter storage and single / multi user 
code locks 

63h x 49w x 53d 
(cm) 

CHLK-11L-08 1:1 Charging Locker for 8 Laptops or Netbooks 
with power adapter storage and key based locks 

63h x 49w x 53d 
(cm) 

Shelf dimensions: 

The shelf aperture size (cm) is 43d x 26w x 6.3h (to include the power connector plugged into each Laptop)  
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Finish Melamine-faced MDF carcase, compact laminate shelves and doors. Electri-
cal compartment metal cover in green.  
 

Power Requires 1 external mains power socket . 
Supports UK mains 3 pin plug sockets for laptop AC adapters, EU and other 
country adapters by request. 
(Individual device power adapters are not included) 

Warranty 5 years (2 years for electrics) 

Finishes Available: 

White 
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